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Here we review recent studies of the cortical circuits

subserving the control of posture and movement. This topic is

addressed from neurophysiological and evolutionary

perspectives describing recent advancements achieved

through experimental studies in humans and non-human

primates. We also describe current debates and controversies

concerning motor mapping within the motor cortex and the

different computational approaches aimed at resolving the

mystery around motor representations and computations. In

recent years there is growing interest in the possibly modular

organization of motor representations and dynamical

processes and the potential of such studies to provide new

clues into motor information processing. Hence this review

focuses on motor modularity, highlighting the new research

directions inspired by empirical findings and theoretical models

developed within the last several years.
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Introduction
In recent years considerable progress has been made in

gaining new information concerning the structure and

processing within motor cortical circuits [1]. Recently

developed optogenetic and brain imaging methods and

advanced techniques for electrophysiological recording of

neural activities from a large number of cells have offered

a new promise for gaining greater understanding of motor

information processing and organization. Nevertheless,

we are still far from achieving a more comprehensive

understanding of neural computations carried out by

cortical and subcortical networks and the mechanisms
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subserving motor planning and control. A fundamental

reason for our difficulties in deciphering neural cortical

and subcortical activities might be partially due to the

complex nature of the non-linear relations existing be-

tween neural commands and movement kinematic and

kinetic variables. Hand and joint kinematics at any point

in time result from the actions of multiple muscles

exerting their forces on several joints. The muscles them-

selves behave more like visco-elastic elements than pure

force generators and their stiffness and viscosity vary with

the number and types of muscle fibers recruited. Also, net

joint torques causing multi-link movements emerge from

the net effect of not only muscle forces but also centrip-

etal and Coriolis torques. Other sources of complexity are

the considerable redundancy at the neural, muscular and

kinematic levels and the highly distributed nature of the

motor system. Here we review findings from several

recent studies that have combined neurophysiological,

behavioral and computational approaches to examine

movement control. The particular focus of the current

review is on motor modularity [2] and the new insights

gained into cortical control of movement. Describing the

promises made by this line of research we also conclude

by discussing the challenges lying ahead.

Investigations of cortical and subcortical
neural circuits
Recently developed optogenetic methods for controlling

neural functions are now widely utilized. Despite the

promise offered by these methods and the progress made

in understanding motor development and gene expres-

sion, we are still far from deciphering the brain mecha-

nisms underlying movement generation. Even the

simplest actions involving the movements of a single or

of a few joints require a large number of muscles and,

hence, muscle fibers. How the CNS copes with this large

number of degrees of freedom is one of the fundamental

questions in motor system neuroscience. The remarkably

effective solutions found by biological systems must have

imposed and shaped the architecture and the functional

organization of the CNS. That the solution could be

based on modularity has occurred to many investigators.

Most recently Saltiel et al. [3] and Levine et al. [4��]
showed that spinal interneurons are organized in func-

tional modules, each module activating a particular set of

muscles in distinctive proportions (a muscle synergy).

This modular spinal structure is the centerpiece of a

discrete combinatorial system utilizing a finite number

of discrete elements to express movements. The

same synergies contribute to different movements and
www.sciencedirect.com
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different behaviors, possibly constructed by linearly com-

bining the same synergies with different timing and

scaling factors [5��]. The combinatorial system is con-

trolled by cortical neurons via corticospinal fibers [4��].
Motor behavior is thus like language-discrete elements

and a set of rules for combining them enable the system to

generate a large number of meaningful entities distinct

from and more complex than their underlying elements.

Neurophysiological, computational and behavioral stud-

ies are now identifying the basic building blocks used to

generate different movements at the spinal and cortical

levels. One possible general strategy in the CNS to

simplify motor control is using two types of cells in the

old cortex, one acting directly on lower motor interneuron

pools, while the other exerts its influence on descending

commands transmitted through cells terminating on spi-

nal inter-neuronal pools [6��]. Recently it was suggested

that the different functional uses of a muscle are gener-

ated by separate populations of cortico-motorneuronal

cells [7].

Theories/computational issues
There is a large gap between behavioral observations of

movement and data on activities of individual neurons

and of neuron populations. Shenoy et al. [8] argue that

representational approaches attempting to identify the

kinematic and dynamic variables represented by recorded

neuron activity cannot provide sufficient insights into the

internal motor processes. Even though neuron firing rates

and population vectors may show significant correlations

with a single or several kinematic or dynamic variables,

more appropriate would be a dynamic approach (see also

[9]) examining the evolvement of time-dependent neural

population activities during motion preparation and exe-

cution. Exploring the hypothesis that motor cortex activi-

ty reflects neural dynamics appropriate for generating

temporally patterned outgoing commands, Kaufman

[10] examined motor cortical activity during motor prep-

aration when a movement is withheld before a go signal.

In another study [11] a recurrent neural network was

trained to reproduce the observed EMG patterns. The

solution of the trained network was a low-dimensional

oscillator resembling the observed neural data at both the

single cell and population levels.

Given the time-dependent nonlinear mapping and trans-

formations involved in movement generation at all levels

of the neuro-muscular hierarchy, linear additive models

attempting to find sufficiently strong correlations be-

tween neural activities and various motor variables are

too simplistic. Still, finding strong linear correlations

between the magnitude and direction of M1 population

vectors speaks strongly in favor of neural populations

indeed modulating their activities in correlation with

instantaneous hand velocity vector [12,13��] although

direction is more strongly encoded than speed [14]. To
www.sciencedirect.com 
overcome the complexities associated with interpreting

neurophysiological observations, various dimension re-

duction approaches have been developed [15], including

efforts to infer motor primitives and syntactic rules from

brain mapping and neural recording [16,17] (see

Figure 1).

One mainly descriptive approach for inferring motor

primitives at the muscular, kinematic and neural levels

[18] is based on unsupervised source decomposition

methods (PCA, ICA, NMF, so on). This approach aims

to reconstruct the original data using a relatively small

number of elementary units and deriving their descrip-

tions by minimizing the error between the predicted

system outputs and the original data. System outputs

examined have mainly been joint rotations or EMG

signals. A weighted sum of muscle synergies has been

used to reconstruct EMG signals, each synergy being

represented by the magnitudes of activations of the

muscles belonging to that synergy. Alternatively, the

weights acting on each synergy were taken to be time-

independent, and the base functions representing the

different synergies were assumed to depend on time

[19,20]).

Omlor et al. [21] have recently developed a third method

for decomposing EMG or joint position data. This

computational method, recently implemented in the

FADA toolbox [22], is based on representing the data

by an anechoic mixture — a model usually used to

decompose acoustic signals into underlying independent

sources. The data were assumed to be represented by a

weighted sum of time-shifted sources with the same set of

sources used across different degrees of freedom (muscles

or joints). Model parameters (source weights and time

delays between sources initiation) were selected to mini-

mize the errors between the predicted and measured

time-dependent signals. This method was implemented

in both locomotion [23,24] and arm movement studies

[22]. Other computational schemes using HMM or Bayes-

ian models to segment time-dependent movement data

have also been developed ([25,26]), as well as approaches

to inferring the underlying kinematic and dynamic pri-

mitives using optimization of single or combined costs, for

example, motion smoothness by minimizing jerk [27,28],

variance [29], effort/variance [30], smoothness/accuracy,

or smoothness/time [31] tradeoffs. In this approach the

motion units themselves are assumed to be selected

according to some optimization process [32] or to obey

some geometrical symmetry [33��] or spatial or temporal

invariance [34].

Another requirement for a meaningful segmentation or

decomposition scheme may be the simplicity of the

derived primitives [11] and their generalization either

for generating different movements within the same class

of movements or across different behaviors [18,35]. Thus,
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2016, 41:174–178
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Figure 1
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Cortical activations of muscles, muscle synergies and kinematic primitives. (a) New and old M1. New M1 is located caudally in the CS and has

CM cells that make direct connections with motoneurons. By contrast, old M1 is located rostrally on the precentral gyrus and lacks CM cells.

However, old M1 has CST neurons that influence motoneurons indirectly through their connections with spinal interneurons. CM, cortico-

motoneuronal; CST, corticospinal; In, interneurons; Mn, motoneurons (taken from [6��]). (b) Time-invariant and time-varying synergies. (a) Three

different activation balances among five muscles are expressed by three vectors (wi), whose components are represented by horizontal bars of

different lengths. (b) A time-varying muscle pattern [m(t)] is generated by combining the synergies with time-varying scaling coefficients [ci(t)].

Different patterns can be obtained by changing the scaling coefficient waveforms. (c) Each one of the two time-varying synergies illustrated is

composed by a collection of muscle activation waveforms. The profile inside the rectangle below each synergy represents the mean activation

waveform for that synergy. (d) A time-varying muscle pattern [m(t)] is generated by multiplying all waveforms of each synergy by a single scaling

coefficient, shifting them in time by a single delay (ti), and summing them together. Different patterns are obtained by changing two scaling

coefficients and two delays (taken from [20]). (c) Kinematic primitives. Top: rotations of elevation angles of the human leg during human

locomotion giving rise to intersegmental coordination plane (see [23,46–48]). (d) Kinematic primitives at the hand level-bell shaped velocity profiles

in the case of reaching. For further discussion and examples see [32,33].
in spite of the argument against the representational

approach to neural data, we are inclined to prefer decom-

position schemes yielding primitives having stronger

semantically, physically or biologically meaningful attri-

butes. Other tests for assessing the plausibility of as-

sumed decomposition schemes could be based on

developmental or evolutionary considerations [36,37] or

on lesion studies where the disruption or deletion of

primitives may allow predicting the overt impairments

in motor performance [38,39].

The interest in modularity and compositionality for con-

structing well adapted motor behavior has influenced

robotics research. A very prominent computational model

used to represent kinematic or kinetic building blocks

involves the use of dynamic primitives [40]. This is based

on a mathematical description originally developed in the

VITE model [41] incorporating ideas and descriptions

derived from the equilibrium point/equilibrium trajectory

control schemes [42–44]. Such dynamic primitives were

also used to model human and animal arm and locomotion
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2016, 41:174–178 
movements [45–48] and grasping [49,50]. A rich move-

ment repertoire may be built from the composition of

both discrete and rhythmic primitives. Hogan and Ster-

nad [24] have added impedance as a third type of primi-

tive, simultaneously controlled during the generation of

both discrete or continuous primitives.

There is ongoing debate whether the production of

rhythmic versus discrete movements involves distinct

control mechanisms and brain areas. Ivry and Breska

[51] suggested that the different functions hypothesized

for the cerebellum and basal ganglia in motor timing, —

the cerebellum mainly involved with interval timing and

the basal ganglia with emergent timing — may actually

reflect their different functions in controlling discrete

versus rhythmic movements.

Discussion and conclusions
This review focuses on circuits controlling generation and

organization of multi-joint movement. We review recent

publications on cortical encoding, mainly by M1, and
www.sciencedirect.com
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recent research focusing on modular control, using muscle

synergies and kinematic primitives. Synergetic control of

different body parts (e.g., hand and mouth synergy [52] or

pelvic floor and gluteal muscles [53]) has also been

explored using combined fMRI and brain stimulation

methods. EEG, fMRI and connectivity analysis

[34,54,55] have revealed the neural correlates of kinemat-

ic primitives and their invariant properties as well as

possible neural substrates [56] for etiologically relevant

[52,57] complex inter body part synergies. Synergistic

control of several body parts have also served as a basis

for the notion of cortical organization according to action

maps [58��]. Biological modularity has also inspired a

focus on modularity in robotics and suggests novel neural

rehabilitation techniques [40,49,59]. Further behavioral,

neurophysiological and computational research should

focus on how modules at one level of the motor hierarchy

map into modules at lower levels. A further challenge is to

investigate how brain oscillations can be related to com-

positionality-based schemes, such as Aumann and Prut

[60] hypothesis that beta rhythm oscillations strengthen

cortico-muscular connectivity within synergies. In this

way, beta oscillations help maintain accurate and discrete

representations of muscle synergies in M1. New multi-

disciplinary approaches should be developed to further

explore the modularity hypothesis.
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